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Abstract—Wireless power transfer systems, particularly those based on inductive coupling, provide an increasingly attractive method to safely deliver power to biomedical implants. Although there exists a large body of literature describing the design of inductive links, it generally focuses on single aspects of the design process. There is a variety of approaches, some analytic, some numerical, each with benefits and drawbacks. As a result, undertaking a link design can be a difficult task, particularly for a newcomer to the subject. This tutorial paper reviews and collects the methods and equations that are required to design an inductive link for biomedical wireless power transfer, with a focus on practicality. It introduces and explains the published methods and principles relevant to all aspects of inductive link design, such that no specific prior knowledge of inductive link design is required. These methods are also combined into a software package (the Coupled Coil Configurator), to further simplify the design process. This software is demonstrated with a design example, to serve as a practical illustration.

Index Terms—Implantable devices, inductive coupling, inductive links, wireless power transfer.

I. INTRODUCTION

WIRELESS power transfer (WPT) is a field that is rapidly growing and is relevant across a range of domains, including industrial applications [1]–[3], consumer products [4]–[6], and biomedical devices [7]–[13]. In the context of biomedical implants and devices, WPT has been instrumental in progressing the state of the art. The first fully implantable device was Greatbatch’s pacemaker circa 1958 [14], which required the use of mercury based batteries; such a device would be considered unsafe for implantation today. While required the use of mercury based batteries; such a device was Greatbatch’s pacemaker circa 1958 [14], which required the use of mercury based batteries; such a device was considered unsafe for implantation today. While the oldest and most established for biomedical WPT. For example, an electrocardiogram system employing ICPT was presented by Ko et al. in 1979 [22]. ICPT is used in a variety of state of the art implants, since it can efficiently transfer power over short distances, and can be scaled over a range of output power levels, from milliwatts to tens of watts [23]–[28]. Particularly in the case of high power delivery, the total system efficiency can be >95% [26]. Some examples of state-of-the-art biomedical ICPT systems are summarized in Table I.

The wide range of today’s implantable devices, including pacemakers, cochlear implants, and neurostimulators, adopt a similarly wide variety of WPT methods, including inductively coupled power transfer (ICPT) [7]–[13], ultrasonic power transfer (UPT) [17], [18], and capacitively coupled power transfer (CCPT) [19]–[21]. Of these methods, ICPT can be considered the oldest and most established for biomedical WPT. For example, an electrocardiogram system employing ICPT was presented by Ko et al. in 1979 [22]. ICPT is used in a variety of state of the art implants, since it can efficiently transfer power over short distances, and can be scaled over a range of output power levels, from milliwatts to tens of watts [23]–[28]. Particularly in the case of high power delivery, the total system efficiency can be >95% [26]. Some examples of state-of-the-art biomedical ICPT systems are summarized in Table I.

This combination of scalability between low and high power devices and high potential system efficiency makes ICPT attractive compared to other methods such as UPT or CCPT. Despite the flexibility, prevalence, and potential of ICPT, there is still no firm consensus regarding methods of inductive link design and optimization. Terman provides some of the earliest analysis of inductively coupled systems [29], [30]. However, Terman’s analysis alone is insufficient to fully design an inductive link; factors such as efficiency and resilience must also be considered, where Terman’s analysis focuses on gain and bandwidth. There has been a lot of subsequent analysis dedicated to
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Eff.</th>
<th>Freq.</th>
<th>Application Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>11.2 mW</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>13.56 MHz</td>
<td>Low power implant powering with CoSi devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>30 W</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>800 kHz</td>
<td>Implanted ventricular assist device powering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>100 mW</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>13.56 MHz</td>
<td>Simultaneous power and data transfer for implants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1.3 mW</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>60 MHz</td>
<td>Power transfer to many distributed micro-implants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>9.2 mW</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>13.56 MHz</td>
<td>Single-chip simultaneous power and data transfer for implants.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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characterizing and optimizing such links, however these analyses have shortcomings. For instance, they are often very focused on a specific aspect or design procedure, and so only provide insight into a small part of the design process [31]–[35]. Donaldson and Perkins [33] give a thorough analysis of the effects of varying coupling coefficients on link performance of series-parallel links; however, no other link configurations are considered. Jow and Ghovanloo [31] consider a detailed model of PCB based spiral coils, but the analysis is not immediately applicable to wirewound coils. Alternately, some analyses cover a wider range of aspects in great detail [36]–[38], but are often impractical. For instance Halpern and Ng [36] give a very detailed analysis of the limits of power delivery and efficiency of two-coil series-series and series-parallel configured links, but significant prior knowledge of the subject is required to apply it to a design process.

In addition, while these methods provide a good picture of link characteristics in the theoretical circuit domain, they assume the link parameters are known a priori. The problem with this assumption is that the electrical parameters of the coils must be determined through some means beforehand, generally through fabrication and measurement or finite element method (FEM) simulation [3], [39]–[41]. FEM simulations can allow link behavior to be predicted more accurately than calculations alone. However, FEM software is often expensive, with a steep learning curve. Although fabrication and measurement is cheap, requiring measurements as part of the design procedure is time consuming and impractical. FEM can also be equally time consuming over many iterations.

The full design process therefore requires more than just consideration of the electrical parameters of the link. There are inevitably design restrictions on elements such as coil size, materials, and separations/displacements. As a result, it is imperative to be able to easily convert between geometric and electrical parameters as part of an analytic design process. In addition, it is beneficial to consider a broader approach than those presented in older analyses (e.g. [29], [30], [42]), where assumptions are made to simplify the calculations, and parameters such as the frequency, coupling, losses, and load are considered constant [42].

The overall goal of this paper is to provide an approachable introduction to the subject of 2-coil inductive link design. This goal can be broken down into three main aims:

1) To provide a sequence of analytic equations describing coil parameters and link behaviour, that can be used to form a design process.
2) To present these methods, starting from first principles, to give newcomers to the subject an introduction to the design process, and key compromises and tradeoffs to consider.
3) To provide a software tool based on the presented methods, to facilitate the design process and make understanding link behaviour more intuitive.

The methods presented here are the result of the collection, review, and selection of the most relevant design approaches present in the literature; they are considered both sufficiently practical and accurate for the designing and prototyping process. In addition to specific methodology, the paper provides useful rules for the designer to follow, to give a sense of how to apply theory to practice. The focus is on biomedical applications, but the principles can easily be applied to design inductive links for other purposes. The accompanying free software tool ‘CuCCo’ [43], was written with the aim of giving the designer a set of easy to use scripts that perform all the necessary calculations required for designing an inductive link.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews the basic theory of operation for ICPT and reviews the essential principles. Section III considers the problem of link design in detail, and presents analytical methods for geometric to electrical parameter conversion, as well as link characterization. Section IV discusses important practical considerations and tradeoffs that are inherent to link design. Finally, Section V gives a design example, demonstrating the methods presented and usage of CuCCo.

II. PRINCIPLES OF ICPT

Any WPT system that uses near-field coupled inductive coils can be considered as some form of ICPT. Even though a wide variety of designs exists, all ICPT systems employ at least two coils that are closely coupled relative to the coil diameters. Although some designs use 3 or 4 coils [1], [3], [27], [44], [45], the analysis in this paper is limited to the 2-coil case, as it is the simplest and most practical ICPT arrangement.

In the simplest case, ICPT can be achieved by aligning two inductive coils in close proximity, such that they are magnetically coupled. This principle is illustrated in Fig. 1, where energy is transferred from the transmitting coil (Tx) to the receiving coil (Rx) due to the magnetic field of the Tx being coupled into the Rx. This can be considered as a pair of inductances $L_1$ and $L_2$, coupled by a mutual inductance $M$. Assuming that parasitic capacitance in the coils is negligible, this forms a non-resonant system. Non-resonant energy transfer is not generally used for WPT, as its efficiency is poor compared to resonant arrangements [42].

By adding capacitors in series or parallel with the coils resonant arrangements can be realized, referred to as near field resonant inductive coupling (NRIC) [16]. NRIC is a form of...
ICPT that can achieve increased efficiency compared to the non-resonant case. Fig. 2 shows the four possible arrangements for two-coil NRIC; each coil has an accompanying capacitor, so each side of the link forms a resonant tank. Each of the configurations in Fig. 2 can be considered as a 2-port network, where the Tx ($L_1$) is driven by a power source and the Rx ($L_2$) is connected to a load. The 2-port representation is illustrated in Fig. 3, where $Z_{\text{link}}$ is the impedance looking into the link, and will depend on the topology chosen from Fig. 2. $Z_{\text{out}}$ is the impedance connected to the output port of the link. For good input matching, a series resonant primary (Fig. 2(a,b)) is driven by a voltage source, and a parallel resonant primary (Fig. 2(c,d)) is driven by a current source.

Using the circuit analysis presented by Terman [29], [30], parameters such as the link gain and impedance can be determined for any of the link configurations in Fig. 2. The gain is considered either as a unitless voltage gain ($v_{\text{out}}/v_{\text{in}}$), or as a transimpedance ($v_{\text{out}}/i_{\text{in}}$), depending on the driver. This analysis is developed further by Van Schuylenbergh and Puers, where equations for link efficiency and optimization procedures are developed and presented [42]. Combining these analyses is sufficient to perform rudimentary analysis of an inductive link in terms of the electrical circuit parameters, extracting parameters such as the power delivered to the load (PDL) and power transfer efficiency (PTE). This forms the basis of the electrical parameter analyses in Section III.

### III. LINK DESIGN

This section summarizes the key analyses required for link design. By using the analyses in this section, it is possible to design links to achieve design targets for a given application. Fig. 4 is an overview of a typical design flow for designing an inductive link. The process starts with constraints and targets. Constraints typically include geometric limits, e.g. the receiver coil size must fit within an implant’s package, and targets describe the desired performance metrics. Examples include PTE, PDL, and tolerance to displacement and load variations. The process then involves determining geometry that fits the initial constraints, extracting the electrical parameters associated with that geometry, using these extracted parameters to predict the link performance, and then comparing that performance with the design targets. This process is then repeated, altering the geometry as necessary until the predicted performance is acceptable. The designer must tradeoff between small coils, PTE/PDL, and displacement tolerance; see the triad of features inset at the top of Fig. 4. For example, to obtain good performance in PTE/PDL with small coils, the displacement tolerance will suffer, i.e. the link will only achieve the desired performance for a small range of displacement values. The rest of this section collects relevant design equations from the literature, and describes how they can be used according to the flow presented in Fig. 4. This can be considered in two parts: coil modelling, where electrical parameters are extracted from the proposed geometry; and link modelling, where the performance of the link is predicted in terms of these extracted electrical parameters.

#### A. Coil Modelling

While any coil types can be used for WPT, in general the coil types used are short wire solenoids, printed circuit board (PCB) spirals, or ‘pancake’ coils. Fig. 5 shows the structure of solenoid and PCB spiral coils, with their geometric parameters annotated. Pancake coils can be considered analogous to PCB spiral coils, but would use the $d_0$ and $p$ parameters for wires, rather than the $w$ and $s$ parameters for PCB tracks. These geometric parameters must then be converted to electrical parameters: inductance, resistance, and capacitance, shown in Fig. 6; a full list of parameters is given in Table II.

#### 1) Inductance: The procedure of analytic inductance calculation is well described in the literature. Wheeler [46] provides one of the earliest expressions for inductance calculation, where simple formulae are given for calculating the inductance of long radio coils. A development of this work is given by Grover [47], where a collection of tables and methods are presented; again the focus is on radio coil design. The subject has subsequently been reformulated and developed, generally building upon the work of Grover and Wheeler [48]–[50]. Hurley et al. in particular provide analysis of coil parameters in the context of WPT [49]. Perhaps the most thorough treatment of the subject to date however is attributable to Knight, where the inductor is considered from first principles, and the appropriate theory is developed in order to produce accurate expressions for calculating inductance [51]. Knight provides a continuous expression for calculating the inductance of solenoid coils of any proportion, based on the current-sheet inductance method:

$$L = \frac{\mu_0 \pi r^2 n^2 \kappa}{l}$$  

(1)
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Fig. 4. General flow diagram for the initial design of inductive links.

Fig. 5. Solenoid and spiral structures. Geometric parameters are annotated.

where \( \mu_0 \) is the permeability of free space, \( r = d/2 \), and \( \kappa \) is Nagaoka's coefficient, approximated as [51]:

\[
\kappa = z_k \left( \ln \left( 1 + \frac{1}{2z_k} \right) + \frac{1}{k_0 + k_1 \left( \frac{1}{7} \right)^2 + \frac{w_1}{(w_2^2 + d/l)^2}} \right)
\]

\( (2) \)

TABLE II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometric</th>
<th>Electrical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( d )</td>
<td>Diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l )</td>
<td>Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n )</td>
<td>Number of Turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_0 )</td>
<td>Wire Diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( p )</td>
<td>Winding Pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w )</td>
<td>Track Width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( s )</td>
<td>Track Spacing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^1 \)These units are with reference to either the Tx or Rx coil, and are noted with subscript 1 or 2 respectively.

where \( z_k = l/(\pi r) \), \( k_0 = 2.30038 \), \( k_1 = 3.437 \), \( k_2 = 1.76356 \), \( w_1 = -0.47 \), \( w_2 = 0.755 \), and \( v = 1.44 \). By substituting this approximation for \( \kappa \) into (1), \( L \) can be calculated to within \( \pm 20 \) ppM. While it is possible to evaluate the appropriate line integral to obtain an exact result [48], the procedure is complex and can be computationally expensive over many design iterations. Equations (1) and (2) however are simple expressions that are both computationally efficient and practical. It should be noted that the inductance value produced by (1) for a given geometry is valid only at low frequencies with respect to the self-resonant frequency (SRF) of the inductor. Determining the SRF is a complex topic itself, and is discussed further in Section III-A3.

For the case of PCB spiral coils, the inductance calculation is somewhat simpler. Mohan et al. give an expression based on the fill-factor \( \beta = (d - d_{in})/(d + d_{in}) \), and the average turn diameter \( d_{avg} = 0.5(d + d_{in}) \) [52]:

\[
L_{\text{spiral}} = \frac{\mu n^2 d_{avg}}{2} \left( \ln \left( \frac{2.46}{\beta} \right) + 0.2\beta^2 \right).
\]

(3)
Equation (3) accurately predicts the inductance of a circular PCB spiral coil for most geometries (less than 8% error for $s \leq 3w$ [52]). The expression in (3) can be modified for use with square, octagonal, and hexagonal coils, by adjusting the appropriate coefficients. This is detailed in Appendix B.

2) Series Loss: Determining the series loss $R$ involves breaking down the loss into its constituent parts:

$$R = R_{DC} + R_{\text{skin}} + R_{\text{prox}}$$

where $R_{\text{DC}}$ is the simple resistive loss of the conductor, $R_{\text{skin}}$ is the loss due to the skin effect, and $R_{\text{prox}}$ is the loss due to the proximity effect. The skin effect is the formation of a thin ‘skin’ of current at the edges of a conductor that carries high frequency current. The effect is well documented; procedures to calculate $R_{\text{skin}}$ accurately for various conductor shapes appear as early as 1918 [53], [54]. Similar approaches have been used in recent years to predict skin effect losses in PCB spiral coils [31], [55], and wirewound coils [44] for biomedical WPT designs. Fig. 7 illustrates the manifestation of the skin effect in conductors of different cross section. In the case of the axially symmetric circular wire, current shaped by the skin effect losses, and $R_{\text{prox}}$ can be defined as a function of frequency:

$$R_{\text{DC}} = \frac{l_c}{A_c}$$

where $\rho$ is the resistivity of the material, $l_c$ is the length of the conductor, and $A_c$ is the cross-sectional area of the conductor. The length $l_c$ can be determined by:

$$l_c = \pi d_{\text{avg}} n$$

where in the case of a single-layer solenoid $d_{\text{avg}} = d$, and in the case of PCB spirals:

$$d_{\text{avg}} = d - \frac{(w + s)n}{2}.$$ (7)

In the case of pancake wire spirals, the $(w + s)$ term can be replaced with the winding pitch $p$ to obtain the same result. $R_{\text{skin}}$ is simple to calculate in the case of a circular conductor; first, the skin depth $\delta$ can be defined as a function of frequency:

$$\delta = \frac{2\rho}{\sqrt{\omega \mu}}$$

where $\mu \approx \mu_0$ for copper conductors. The loss due to the skin effect can therefore be considered in terms of the different cross sections of the full circular conductor and the current skin:

$$R_{\text{skin}} = \frac{l_c \rho}{\pi (d_0 - \delta) \delta}.$$ (9)

For the case of a rectangular conductor, such as a PCB track, a convenient expression is given by Wheeler [65]:

$$R_{\text{skin}} = R_{\text{DC}} \frac{t_0}{\delta \left(1 - e^{-\frac{2\pi}{w}}\right)} \frac{1}{1 + \frac{\omega}{\mu}}$$

where $t_0$ is the thickness of the PCB track (usually $\approx 35 \mu m$ for standard plated PCBs). An expression for $R_{\text{prox}}$ is given by Kim and Park [63], which is applicable to any single-layer wire solenoid of otherwise arbitrary dimensions:

$$R_{\text{prox}} = \frac{2P_{\text{prox}}}{I_0^2} \approx 2R_{\text{DC}} \pi^2 r_0^2 \left(\frac{2\gamma_0}{\delta} - 1\right) H^2 I_0^2$$

where $r_0 = d_0/2$, $P_{\text{prox}}$ is the power dissipation due to proximity effect losses, and $H$ is the cumulative H-field experienced by the conductors in the solenoid. The analysis in [63] continues by describing a process for determining the H-field experienced...
by each conductor, normalized against \( I_0 \) (the current flowing in the coil), and as a function of the relative distance to the other conductors in the coil. In this way the total H-field can be determined as a function of the geometry of the coil. The process of calculating the cumulative H-field is detailed in Appendix VI. In the case of PCB tracks, the significant asymmetry of the printed conductor cross-section (see Fig. 7) renders the approach in (11) inapplicable. An approximation by Kuhn and Ibrahim [64] defines the proximity effect loss in a printed spiral coil as:

\[
R_{\text{prox}} = \frac{R_{DC}}{10} \left( \frac{\omega}{\omega_{\text{crit}}} \right)^2,
\]

where \( \omega_{\text{crit}} \) is the critical frequency at which current crowding begins to occur:

\[
\omega_{\text{crit}} = \frac{3.1 (w + s) \rho}{\mu_0 w^2 t_0}.
\]

It is important to note that the approximation in (13) was initially specified for use with integrated coils; as a result it can lose accuracy at lower resistivities. Utilizing (4)–(13) as appropriate, the losses due to both the skin and proximity effect can be accurately modelled in a simple manner, for the most common cases of single-layer solenoids and PCB spirals.

\textbf{a) Litz Wire:} Section III-A2 considers coils constructed of single core magnet wire (copper wire coated with a few microns of insulating polymer), or PCB traces. However, for lower frequency systems (< 2 MHz [30]) attempting to maximize Q-factor, it may be desirable to construct a coil from Litz wire [26], [66]–[69]. Litz wire consists of one or more bundles of thin magnet wire strands connected in parallel, primarily to reduce skin effect losses. By reducing skin effect losses in this way, Litz wire links can achieve greater efficiency than solid wire links that would fit in the same geometry, as long as the frequency can be kept low enough. A cross-section of a Litz wire bundle is shown in Fig. 9. Since each of the strands in a bundle is insulated from the others, each forms its own skin. As a result, a Litz coil will generally have a lower value of \( R_{\text{skin}} \) than a solid wire coil with the same value of \( d_0 \) [70]. While Litz wire is a useful means of reducing skin effect losses, the proximity effect becomes a bigger issue, particularly at higher frequencies [71]. Modelling losses in Litz wire is a difficult task, and FEM techniques are commonly employed to simulate them [62], [72]. However, there are also some fairly simple approximate methods to predict losses in Litz wire coils [70], [73]. By simplifying the analysis of Bartoli et al. [70] to consider a Litz wire solenoid of only a single layer, the total AC loss \( (R_{\text{skin}} + R_{\text{prox}}) \) can be approximated in terms ofessel functions as:

\[
R_{AC} = \pi dn R_{DC} n_s \frac{\gamma}{2} \left( A + 2\pi n_s \left( \frac{\zeta_1^2}{2} + \frac{\psi^2}{2\pi n_s} \right) \right),
\]

where \( R_{DC} = (4\pi d_0)/\left(n_s \pi d_s^2 \right) \) is the DC loss, \( \gamma = d_s/\left(\delta \sqrt{2}\right) \), \( \zeta_1 = \left(d_s/p_s\right)\sqrt{\pi/4} \) is an external porosity factor, \( \zeta_2 = \left(d_s/p_s\right)\sqrt{\pi/4} \) is an internal porosity factor \( p_s \) is the average strand pitch (see Fig. 9), and \( \psi = (n\pi d_s^2)/\left(\pi d_s^2 \right) \) is a packing factor. Equation (14) gives a good approximation of the total losses, as long as \( \gamma \lesssim 1.2 \) [70].

In all these cases, the calculated loss can be considered as a proportion of the coil’s reactive impedance, in the form of its Q-factor:

\[
Q = \frac{\omega L}{R}.
\]

An ideal coil would have zero loss, i.e. \( Q = \infty \). The Q-factor is a useful parameter when considering PTE and PDL, and is discussed in Section III-B.

\textbf{3) Parasitic Capacitance}

As the drive frequency of an inductor is increased, it presents a changing impedance as it approaches its SRF, appearing as if a capacitor \( C_p \) was connected in parallel. The source of this capacitance was originally considered to be the result of interwinding capacitance [74]. The basis of the theory is that due to each coil winding laying parallel to its neighbors, there exists a capacitance between them. The idea can be extended to include printed spiral coils by including additional capacitances seen between PCB layers as well as tracks [31], [55]. This principle has been used for the purposes of approximation [75], [76], but FEM has proved necessary for accuracy [77]. The basis of the inter-winding capacitance theory has been brought into contention however, with an alternate method that considers the coil as a transmission line being developed by Knight [51]. This analysis has been corroborated by Payne, who gives simple approximations for determining the SRF (in MHz), providing measured results accurate to within 0.2% of the calculated values [78]:

\[
f_{\text{SRF}(3/4)} \approx \left( \frac{300}{1 + 0.22n_d/d_t} \right)^{0.8} (d^2/73\mu)^{0.2}
\]
The mutual inductance between these two filaments for purely coaxial displacement \((\Delta, \alpha = 0, D \neq 0)\) is [80]:

\[
M_{\text{coax}} = \mu_0 \sqrt{ab} G(\aleph),
\]

where

\[
G(\aleph) = \left(\frac{2}{N} - \aleph\right) K(\aleph) - \frac{2}{N} E(\aleph)
\]

\[
\aleph = \sqrt{\frac{4ab}{(a + b)^2 + D^2}},
\]

where \(K\) and \(E\) are complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind respectively. While the purely coaxial case is simple, it is more complex to describe the general case that includes lateral and angular displacements. Fortunately it is possible to separate the effects of lateral and angular misalignments, and consider them as essentially orthogonal [34], [80]. Soma presents expressions using numerical integration to calculate \(M\) for these cases, based on [82]. For the lateral misalignment case \((\alpha = 0, D, \Delta \neq 0)\):

\[
M_{\text{lat}} = \frac{\mu_0 ab}{2\pi} \int \frac{\beta}{\sqrt{ab}} G(\aleph_{\text{lat}}) d\phi,
\]

where

\[
\aleph_{\text{lat}} = \sqrt{\frac{4ab_{\text{lat}}}{(a + b_{\text{lat}})^2 + D^2}},
\]

\[
b_{\text{lat}} = \sqrt{b^2 + \Delta^2 + 2\Delta \cos \phi},
\]

\[
\beta = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{\Delta \sin \phi}{b + \Delta \cos \phi}\right).
\]

For the angular misalignment case \((\Delta = 0, D, \alpha \neq 0)\):

\[
M_{\text{ang}} = \frac{\mu_0 \sqrt{ab}}{\pi \sqrt{\cos \alpha}} \int_0^\pi \left(\frac{\cos \lambda}{\cos \phi}\right)^{\frac{3}{2}} G(\aleph_{\text{ang}}) d\phi,
\]

where

\[
\aleph_{\text{ang}} = \sqrt{\frac{4ab \cos \phi}{a^2 + b^2 + D^2 - 2bD \cos \phi \sin \alpha + \frac{2ab \cos \phi \cos \alpha}{\cos \lambda}}}
\]

\[
\lambda = \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{\sin \phi}{\cos \phi \cos \alpha}\right).
\]

Equations (18), (21), and (25) can be used to determine the mutual inductance between individual filaments; the total mutual inductance can be determined through summation across all the turns of each coil [83]:

\[
M = \sum_{i=1}^{n_1} \sum_{j=1}^{n_1} M_{ij}(a, b, D, \Delta, \alpha).
\]

This mutual inductance can also be considered as a unitless coupling coefficient \(k\):

\[
k = M/\sqrt{L_1 L_2}.
\]
Since \( k \) is normalized to the mean inductance of the two link coils, \( k \) values can be freely compared between links of arbitrary geometry.

2) Link Impedance: The previous sections have focused on converting geometric parameters to electrical parameters, aiming to determine all the parameters in Table II. These electrical parameters can then be used to model the link in accordance with Fig. 2. The element to consider first is the coupling of the secondary circuit into the primary, in order to determine the impedance presented by the link to the driver. The principle is described in detail by Terman as follows [29].

The current flowing in the primary coil will induce a voltage in series with the secondary coil, which is experienced as a ‘reflected load’ at the primary side. The load is defined as

\[
Z_{\text{refl}} = \left( \frac{\omega M}{Z_S} \right)^2 Z_S,
\]

where \( Z_S \) is the impedance seen by the induced voltage \( E_{\text{ind}} \), which is defined as

\[
E_{\text{ind}} = -j\omega M i_1 = i_2 Z_S.
\]

The principle is illustrated in Fig. 11; the secondary side of the link can be transformed into the reflected impedance \( Z_{\text{refl}} \) in series with the primary coil. Using this process, the link impedance, gain, and efficiency can be readily calculated. For instance, the link impedance in the simplified case (as in Fig. 11) is given by:

\[
Z_{\text{link(simple)}} = j\omega L_1 + \frac{(\omega M)^2}{j\omega L_2 + Z_2},
\]

where \( Z_2 \) is the impedance seen by the coil \( L_2 \), usually formed of the resonating capacitor and output load \( Z_{\text{out}} \) (see Fig. 12). For the four NRIC configurations as in Fig. 2, expressions for \( Z_{\text{link}} \) are given in Table III, where \( Z_{L1} \) and \( Z_{L2} \) are the impedances of the coils including their parasitics, in accordance with Fig. 6:

\[
Z_{L1,L2} = \left( \frac{1}{j\omega L_1 + R_{1,2} + j\omega C_{1,2} + Z_{\text{out}}} \right)^{-1}.
\]

If the operating frequency is well below the SRF of both coils, (33) can be simplified to:

\[
Z_{L1,L2} = j\omega L_1 + R_{1,2}.
\]

By substituting coil impedances from (33) or (34) into the expressions in Table III, \( Z_{\text{link}} \) can be calculated. With \( Z_{\text{link}} \) in place, gain, power, and efficiency figures can be determined.

3) Gain: As discussed in Section III-A, the link gain will either be a voltage gain or a transimpedance, depending on the primary tank configuration and primary driver. It is assumed that series-resonant primaries are driven by voltage sources and parallel-resonant primaries are driven by current sources. In both cases, the voltage output \( v_{\text{out}} \) (see Fig. 3) can be defined in terms of the induced voltage \( E_{\text{ind}} \), for SS and PS links:

\[
v_{\text{out}} = \frac{E_{\text{ind}} Z_{\text{out}}}{Z_{L2} + \frac{1}{j\omega C_2} + Z_{\text{out}}},
\]

and for SP and PP links:

\[
v_{\text{out}} = \frac{E_{\text{ind}}}{Z_{L2} \left( j\omega C_2 + 1/Z_{\text{out}} \right) + 1}.
\]

Since \( E_{\text{ind}} \) can be determined in terms of the current \( i_1 \) flowing into \( Z_{\text{refl}} \), see (31), gains can be defined by expressing \( i_1 \) in terms of the input voltage or current. For SS and SP links:

\[
i_1 = \frac{v_{\text{in}}}{Z_{\text{link}}},
\]

and for PS and PP links:

\[
i_1 = \frac{i_{\text{in}} Z_{\text{link}}}{Z_{L1} + Z_{\text{refl}}}.\]
Therefore, the link gains for all four configurations can be defined:

\[
A_{SS} = \frac{v_{\text{out}}}{v_{\text{in}}} = \frac{-j\omega M Z_{\text{out}} \left(Z_{\text{link}} \left(Z_{\text{L2}} + \frac{1}{j\omega C_2} + Z_{\text{out}}\right)\right)}{Z_{\text{link}} \left(Z_{\text{L2}} + \frac{1}{j\omega C_2} + Z_{\text{out}}\right)}, \quad (39)
\]

\[
A_{SP} = \frac{v_{\text{out}}}{v_{\text{in}}} = \frac{-j\omega M Z_{\text{out}}}{Z_{\text{link}} \left(Z_{\text{L2}} \left(j\omega C_2 + \frac{1}{Z_{\text{out}}}\right) + 1\right)}, \quad (40)
\]

\[
A_{PS} = \frac{v_{\text{out}}}{i_{\text{in}}} = \frac{-j\omega M Z_{\text{in}} Z_{\text{link}}}{(Z_{\text{L1}} + Z_{\text{ref})} \left(Z_{\text{L2}} + \frac{1}{j\omega C_2} + Z_{\text{out}}\right)}, \quad (41)
\]

\[
A_{PP} = \frac{v_{\text{out}}}{i_{\text{in}}} = \frac{-j\omega M Z_{\text{in}} Z_{\text{link}}}{(Z_{\text{L1}} + Z_{\text{ref})} \left(Z_{\text{L2}} \left(j\omega C_2 + \frac{1}{Z_{\text{out}}}\right) + 1\right)}, \quad (42)
\]

4) **PDL and PTE:** Since the output voltage \(v_{\text{out}}\) is defined in (35) and (36) as being across \(Z_{\text{out}}\), the true power delivered to the load can be written simply as

\[
P_{\text{out}} = \frac{|v_{\text{out}}|^2 \Re\{Z_{\text{out}}\}}{|Z_{\text{out}}|^2}. \quad (43)
\]

\(P_{\text{out}}\) will be maximized in the case that both \(v_{\text{out}}\) and \(Z_{\text{out}}\) are purely real, i.e. the power factor is unity. If, for instance, the drive frequency differs from the resonant frequency of the receiving tank, \(v_{\text{out}}\) will have a phase lag/lead, which must be compensated for by adding a matching reactance to \(Z_{\text{out}}\). Of course, the load matching theorem also applies; for SS and PS links where the receiving tank is resonating, \(Z_{\text{out}}\) should equal \(R_2\), and for SP and PP links where the receiving tank is resonating, \(Z_{\text{out}}\) should equal the parallel resistance of the receiving tank (\(R_{\text{PP2}}\)). The parallel resistance of a coil can also be defined in terms of its series resistance and Q-factor (see (15) and Fig. 6):

\[
R_P = R(Q^2 + 1). \quad (44)
\]

Calculating PTE is considered in detail in [42], where the link efficiency is considered in two parts: the efficiency from the transmitter to \(Z_{\text{ref}}\), \(\eta_1\), and the efficiency from the receiver to \(Z_{\text{out}}, \eta_2\). Van Schuylenbergh assumes that both tanks are tuned to the operating frequency for the purpose of simplification [42], this is not assumed here for completeness. These efficiencies are defined as follows:

\[
\eta_1 = \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}} = \frac{|i_{\text{in}}|^2 \Re\{Z_{\text{ref}}\}}{|i_{\text{in}}|^2 \Re\{Z_{\text{link}}\}} = \frac{|i_{\text{in}}|^2 \Re\{Z_{\text{ref}}\} |Z_{\text{link}}|^2}{|i_{\text{in}}|^2 \Re\{Z_{\text{link}}\}}. \quad (45)
\]

\[
\eta_2 = \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{ref}}} = \frac{|v_{\text{out}}|^2 \Re\{Z_{\text{ref}}\}}{|i_{\text{in}}|^2 \Re\{Z_{\text{ref}}\} |Z_{\text{out}}|^2}. \quad (46)
\]

Equations (45) and (46) can be combined to determine the total link efficiency:

\[
\eta_1 \eta_2 = \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}} P_{\text{ref}}} = \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}} = \eta_{\text{link}}. \quad (47)
\]

The behavior of the link intuitively, if the coupling and load are such that \(Z_{\text{ref}}\) appears real, and both coils have high Q-factors (\(R_1,2 \rightarrow 0\)), then \(\eta_{\text{link}}\) will approach unity, assuming the power source is also impedance matched to \(Z_{\text{link}}\). This behavior can be formalized in terms of the kQ product [84]–[86]:

\[
k \sqrt{Q_1 Q_2}. \quad (48)
\]

The Q part of the product is the geometric mean of the Q-factors of the two coils. The maximum theoretical efficiency can be shown to be directly proportional to (48) [85]:

\[
\eta_{\text{link}(\text{max})} = \frac{k^2 Q_1 Q_2}{1 + \sqrt{1 + k^2 Q_1 Q_2}}. \quad (49)
\]

C. **Limitations of Analytic Modelling**

It is important to note that the analytic modelling techniques discussed in the previous subsections rely on the assumption that \(\mu = \mu_0\) and \(\epsilon = \epsilon_0\) everywhere in the system. As a result, they can be insufficient for modelling inductive links in complex environments containing combinations of tissue, electronics, epoxies, and other materials, all with different \(\mu\) and \(\epsilon\) values. Analytic methods can still be used to model simple muscular environments with good results however. For example, Jow et al. demonstrate errors of only a few percent between calculation and simulation for free space and muscle environments [31]. For these kinds of calculation, it is useful to note that, at lower frequencies, biological tissue can be considered to have \(\mu = \mu_0\); \(\epsilon\) however is more variable, and particularly dependent on tissue type [87], [88]. For environments containing layers of materials with many different permittivities, analytic calculations become more difficult to perform; as a result, therefore FEM simulations or physical measurements may be necessary in later design iterations if precise results are required.

**IV. Considerations and Tradeoffs**

When undertaking a link design, constraints and targets must be considered. Common constraints include the geometry, materials, and operating frequency; common targets include PTE, PDL, and misalignment tolerance. Considering the flow diagram in Fig. 4, the main initiative is to coil geometry, as the geometry determines the electrical parameters, and thus the link performance. It is therefore crucial for the designer to understand how to adjust geometric parameters in order to obtain the desired change in electrical parameters. This section reviews a number of factors that should be considered during this process, describes relations between geometric and electrical parameters, and discusses how to determine whether design targets are feasible or not.

A. **Frequency Splitting**

The previous analysis in Section III has implied that, in an NRIC link, both tanks should be tuned to the same frequency. This intuitively appears to be the best approach to maximize PDL and PTE, because if both tanks are driven at their resonant frequencies, they will appear to be real. The problem with this assumption is that it does not account for the fact that \(Z_{\text{ref}}\)
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Fig. 13. Frequency splitting in power output from an example SS link driven by a 1 V source.

Fig. 14. Frequency splitting in efficiency output for an example SS link driven by a 1 V source.

appears as a complex impedance in series with the primary coil, whose value is dependent on the coupling. This manifests in the form of frequency-splitting, also known as pole-splitting, where the optimum drive frequency of the link varies from the tuned frequency as the coils are brought closer together [45], [89]–[95]. The effect can be observed directly by plotting parameters such as the link gain, impedance, and efficiency against changes in drive frequency and coupling. Figs. 13 and 14 show the link efficiency and power output for an example link in SS configuration driven by an ideal 1V source, in accordance with (43) and (47). The link specifications that are independent of frequency and coupling are given in Table IV; both coils are identical wire solenoids, arranged in coaxial alignment ($\Delta, \alpha = 0$). Figs. 13 and 14 clearly show that, despite both sides of the link being tuned to resonate at 10 MHz, reducing the separation distance to below 40 mm induces splitting in both the PDL and PTE responses. While it is possible to maintain a high PTE with a fixed frequency of 10 MHz up to very short spacing distances (see Fig. 14), the accompanying PDL drops significantly (see Fig. 13). It should be noted that the efficiency plot in Fig. 14 assumes the link is being driven by an ideal source; for a real source, the efficiency at the center frequency will drop due to the change in $Z_{\text{link}}$. For links with variable separation, frequency splitting must be considered if both high PTE and PDL are to be maintained. Splitting is generally tackled by implementing an adjustable frequency drive to track the optimum frequency [37], [94], [95], or adjustable link components to force the optimum frequency back to the drive frequency [12], [89], [93].

The exact optimum frequencies can be determined by partial differentiation. For instance, solving

$$\frac{\partial P_{\text{out}}}{\partial \omega} |_{M_{\min} < M < M_{\max}} = 0, \quad (50)$$

(where $M_{\min} < M < M_{\max}$ describes the desired range of mutual inductances) will produce a series of positive real root frequencies; odd roots correspond to peaks and even roots correspond to troughs. Equation (50) can be most easily solved through symbolic mathematical software in order to find the root paths. An alternative approach is given by Niu et al. [37], where direct expressions are given for root paths for an ‘SS’ link. By controlling a variable frequency drive in accordance with odd roots from (50), the power output can be maximized regardless of coil separation.

B. Maximizing the $kQ$ Product

Considering the $kQ$ product from (48) as a figure of merit, an ideal link can be considered as one with a $kQ$ product that tends to infinity. Adjusting geometric parameters with the aim of maximizing $kQ$ however is largely an exercise in tradeoffs. For instance, Fig. 15 shows the effect of adjusting the winding pitch of a solenoid (with otherwise the same geometry as in Table IV) on its Q-factor and length. By packing the windings as close as possible, the Q-factor will be suppressed by proximity effect losses, but if the pitch is too large, the Q-factor drops due to reduced inductance. In this example, to maximize $Q$ by increasing the pitch requires an increase in the coil length of $2.5 \times$, which will have a detrimental effect on the coupling $k$, assuming the edge to edge separation $D$ remains the same. This is illustrated in Fig. 16; increasing the pitch effectively increases the mean distance between turns, reducing the coupling coefficient. Maintaining a winding pitch that is greater than the minimum can also pose a practical problem; the coil must be constructed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coil diameter ($d_{1,2}$)</td>
<td>40 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire diameter ($d_{01,2}$)</td>
<td>0.4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winding pitch ($p_{1,2}$)</td>
<td>0.6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns ($n_{1,2}$)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance ($L_{1,2}$)</td>
<td>7.1 $\mu$H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance ($C_{1,2}$)</td>
<td>35.7 pF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuned frequency ($f_{01,2}$)</td>
<td>10 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output load ($Z_{\text{out}}$)</td>
<td>20 $\Omega$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
with a former or glue such that the desired pitch is maintained. This is not a problem for PCB based coils; the tracks are fixed in place on the substrate, guaranteeing the desired pitch.

It is important to note also that Q-factor optimization by pitch adjustment is affected by operating frequency. This is particularly important to consider in variable frequency drive systems, as it will dictate the optimum splitting root path to follow. This can be seen in Figs. 13 and 14; the lower frequency splitting path gives slightly higher power output and efficiency figures than the higher frequency path, due to the dependence of Q-factor on frequency. The effect of frequency on Q-factor is further highlighted in Fig. 17; as the operating frequency increases, the optimum winding pitch also increases.

Similar to varying the winding pitch, varying the number of turns in each coil also reveals tradeoffs. Considered qualitatively, increasing the number of turns has the effect of increasing the length, inductance, and Q-factor up to a limit. It also effects the SRF. Fig. 18 shows how increasing the number of turns increases the Q-factor, up until the point at which the increased losses outweigh the increased inductance. Similar to the case of winding pitch, the increase in length also causes a decrease in $k$, so it is better to adjust turns aiming to maximize $kQ$, rather than just the Q-factor. Since increasing the number of turns also reduces the SRF, the point at which the SRF approaches the operating frequency can be considered a hard limit on the allowed number of turns in either coil.

C. Displacement Resilience

Resilience to displacement, particularly in the lateral and angular sense, is a target that depends strongly on application. In cochlear implants for instance, link coaxial alignment can be assumed, as the coils are magnetically aligned [96]. In the case of spectacle-mounted retinal stimulator links however, this alignment cannot be guaranteed [97]. In such cases, it is more desirable to ensure that an inductive link is resilient to displacement variations than solely focusing on maximizing PTE and PDL. A simple method of improving displacement tolerance is described by Donaldson and Perkins [33], based on the work of Ko et al. [32], where it is suggested that by determining a ratio of coil diameters that maximizes $k$ for a given $D$, resilience to displacement in general will be maximized. This conclusion can be explained by the fact that any displacements, axial, lateral,
or angular, will reduce \( k \), and so by maximizing \( k \) for a given arrangement, this reduction can be mitigated. \( k \) gives the ideal transmitter coil diameter \( d_1 \) for maximum resilience in terms of a given receiver coil diameter \( d_2 \) and coaxial distance \( D \) [32]:

\[
d_1 = \sqrt{d_2^2 + 4D^2}.
\]

(51)

In addition to resilience considerations, since \( k \) is maximized by selecting diameters in accordance with (51) the \( kQ \) product is increased, boosting PTE and PDL.

By increasing the ratio \( d_1/d_2 \) even further, \( k \) can be kept very stable against displacements, at the cost of the absolute value of \( k \). This strategy is employed in wireless powering of endoscopic capsules, where the receiver is subject to significant movement, and PTE and PDL are not inherently critical [98]–[100].

Adaptive systems are also popular for improving displacement tolerance. Figs. 13 and 14 show how coupling changes due to displacement can result in a change in optimum frequency; by adapting the operating frequency or resonant capacitance, such systems are more resilient to these changes in displacement [12], [15], [39], [40], [101], [102].

D. Selecting a Resonant Topology

In addition to optimizing the coil geometry for a given application, a resonant topology that is appropriate to the application must also be selected. Each of the four resonant topologies as shown in Fig. 2 suits a different application, since each topology presents a different impedance. The problem of topology selection has been considered in the literature, with differing conclusions about when to use series- and parallel-resonant topologies [36], [103], [104].

Considering the link as two coupled resonant tanks, the appropriate topology can be determined by observing the impedance of each tank relative to the impedance of the power amplifier and the receiver, and matching them. In Fig. 2, series-resonant primaries are driven by voltage sources, and parallel-resonant primaries by current sources for this reason. The principle holds when considering the secondary side of the link; for high output impedances, a parallel-resonant secondary will improve PTE and PDL, and vice-versa. This difference is demonstrated in Fig. 19; an otherwise identical link will have very different optimum load conditions depending on its resonant topology. Here the SP link works best for a \( Z_{out} \) that is 3 orders of magnitude greater than the optimum \( Z_{out} \) for the SS configuration.

It is for this reason that the SP link configuration is common for biomedical inductive links [4], [8], [33], [105], [106]. The receiver will commonly have a relatively high input impedance, and the driver will often be a Class-D or -E amplifier, suited to driving low impedances [23], [97], [98], [107]. If maximizing PTE and PDL are crucial, it is possible to determine the optimum load impedance for a given topology analytically [108]. This analysis has been adopted for the design of adaptive rectification circuits, that aim to present an optimum impedance to the link at all times by varying the rectification parameters (duty cycle, frequency etc.) [109]–[111].

E. Refining Targets

During the design process, it may become apparent that the design targets are impossible to achieve given the initial design constraints. For example, if both coils are limited to a diameter of 10 mm, and the target axial distance is 50 mm, it will be impossible to achieve a high PDL and PTE. The triad inset in Fig. 4 qualitatively shows three desirable design features that must be traded off against each other. At most, two out of three of the features can be achieved; sacrificing one feature will often improve the other two. This triad should be considered when determining an initial link specification, in order to ensure that the desired targets are reasonable given the constraints. When trying to determine if a target coil separation distance is reasonable, a useful rule to remember is the fact that the magnetic field strength from an energized coil decays proportional to the inverse cube of the coaxial distance from its center. This is illustrated in Fig. 20; the current-carrying loop is essentially a magnetic dipole, and shows the characteristic divergence in its flux lines as distance from the loop increases. The number of flux lines captured by the receiving coil will determine the coupling coefficient \( k \) between the two coils. Since NRIC doesn’t require extremely high coupling for high PTE and PDL, the coils don’t
have to be extremely close to each other, as in non-resonant coupling.

The exact minimum value of $k$ to maintain a given target value of PTE therefore depends more on the average $Q$ of the two coils. Fig. 21 shows how the maximum theoretical PTE can remain high even for very low coupling coefficients, providing the average $Q$-factor is high. The maximum obtainable $Q$-factor will depend on the available materials, operating frequency, dimensions etc, as discussed in the previous sections.

This principle also applies when considering coil size and displacement tolerance. Smaller coils will generally have a lower $Q$ and worse overall displacement tolerance; the smaller coil size makes the loop appear less like a dipole.

V. SOFTWARE AND DESIGN EXAMPLE

To automate some of the processes in Fig. 4, the Coupled Coil Configurator (CuCCo) software has been developed for MATLAB [43]; an early version of the software is currently available for download, is in active development at the time of writing, and is licensed under the GNU GPLv3 [112]. Feature requests and contributions are encouraged. The aim of CuCCo is to provide functions that perform geometric to electrical parameter conversion, and link performance prediction purely through analytical calculation. The motivation behind creating CuCCo was to provide a single tool that fills the gap between spice-like circuit simulation and FEM solver software. Instead of having to simulate coil geometries in FEM and convert them into electrical parameters for circuit simulation and link characterization, CuCCo aims to provide both functions with less overhead, by employing an analytic approach. The methods in this paper are mostly included in CuCCo, to obviate the need for the reader to re-implement them themselves. The plots throughout this paper have all been generated using calculated results from CuCCo. The following section is a design example, to demonstrate some of the capabilities of the software, and to show how to employ the principles in Sections III and IV in an example application.

A. Design Example: Cochlear Implant

1) Constraints and Calculations: Typical cochlear implants require around 40 mW of power at the receiver, to be delivered through the skull by small coils aligned with a permanent magnet [96]. For this example, both coils should have diameters no larger than 20 mm, and should be within 4–6 mm in length. Typical temporal skull thicknesses range from 6–12 mm [113]; the link should therefore function for coaxial $D$ values in this range. Finally, PTE is a high priority for this example; higher PTE translates to a longer battery life, which is beneficial for the patient. For simplicity, a fixed-frequency non-adaptive driver running in the ISM band at 6.78 MHz is assumed. The receiving coil should feed a rectifier and produce at least 13 V (dc), to provide 12 V after regulation, for the stimulator circuit.

To begin, the requirements of the receiver should be considered. If the implant requires 13 V, and will draw a maximum of 40 mW, this can be translated to a load:

\[ R_{impl} = \frac{V^2}{P} = \frac{13^2}{40 \times 10^{-3}} = 4225 \Omega. \]  

Equation (52) gives the load presented by the implant after the rectifier. A simple method of including the effect of the rectifier is given by Donaldson and Perkins [33], where the equivalent load seen by the link can be considered in terms of $R_{impl}$:

\[ R_L = \frac{R_{impl}}{2} \approx 2113 \Omega. \]  

Given this high value of $R_L$, a parallel resonant secondary is most appropriate for impedance matching (see Fig. 19). The next step is to determine the optimum geometry given the constraints. Fig. 22 shows the $Q$-factor, parallel loss resistance,
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Fig. 23. Curves to show link efficiency and the required input voltage to achieve 40 mW output from an SP configured link, coil geometries in accordance with the text and Fig. 22, wire diameters noted on the curves.

and number of turns against changes in wire diameter for a single-layer solenoid, with minimum pitch, and its length limited to the 5 mm constraint. It should be noted that the coil series loss is assumed to have 50 mΩ added in series, to include losses from connecting PCB traces, solder joints etc. This small additional loss causes the drop in Q-factor as \( d_0 \) rises above 1.4 mm in Fig. 22. The parallel loss resistance \( R_P \) can be computed from the series loss resistance \( R_S \) and the quality factor \( Q \):

\[
R_P \approx Q^2 R_S. \tag{54}
\]

It follows from the maximum power transfer theorem that when \( R_T = R_P \), the output power will be maximized. Fig. 22 shows that to maximize PDL the optimum wire diameter is 1.42 mm; where the Q-factor is approximately 136, the coil has 4 turns, and the parallel loss is approximately 2.5 kΩ. While this receiver coil geometry maximizes PDL, the PTE will be limited to \( \approx 50\% \) since \( R_P \approx R_L \). To increase the PTE therefore, the wire diameter should be reduced to a value that yields a higher parallel loss, without losing too much Q-factor. Reducing the wire diameter down to 0.6 mm for instance gives a 350% improvement in \( R_P \) (\( R_P = 8.85 \text{ kΩ} \)), at the cost of a 23% drop in Q-factor (\( Q = 111 \)). Since the coils can be assumed to have good coaxial alignment, identical Tx and Rx coil geometries are suitable. Fig. 23 shows the link efficiency difference between the 0.6 mm and 1.42 mm wire diameter coils, when configured as an SP link, as well as the input voltage required to maintain 40 mW in the 2.1 kΩ load. Since the relevant distances for this example are 6-12 mm, the 0.6 mm coils show much better performance, maintaining link efficiency from 73.6% to 77.3% over this range. By comparison, the 1.42 mm coils achieve a maximum efficiency of only 54% at 6 mm separation. In both cases, an input voltage of 0.5 V–2.0 V is required; this can be implemented as a fixed 2.0 V input voltage, which can then be regulated at the receiver side. Alternatively, if the Rx can communicate with the Tx, the Rx can command the Tx to increase, decrease, or maintain the input voltage to perform regulation.

2) Experimental Validation: The proposed design was manufactured and measured to validate the predictions in the previous section. The measured parameters of the manufactured coils are given in Table V. In this example, 0.5 mm diameter wire was used instead of 0.6 mm, but the pitch was maintained at 0.6 mm. The measured Q-factor of 127 shows a good correlation with the predicted \( Q \) of 115 from Fig. 22. The link was arranged as shown in Fig. 24, with the coils in coaxial alignment, separated by \( D \) mm. The signal generator used was an Agilent 33250A, and the oscilloscope was an Agilent MSO6104A. \( V_{\text{out}} \) was measured to maintain a constant voltage of 9.0 V (p-p), translating to 40 mW (p-p) at the output. All voltages in the testing process are sinusoid signals. By measuring the voltages \( V_x \) and \( V_y \), \( i_1 \), and \( Z_{\text{refl}} \). Using these, \( \eta_1 \) can be determined.

\[
i_1 = \frac{V_y}{Z_{C_1}} = \frac{V_x - V_y}{Z_{L_1} + Z_{\text{refl}}} \tag{55}
\]

\[
\therefore Z_{\text{refl}} = \frac{V_x - V_y}{i_1} - Z_{L_1}. \tag{56}
\]

Since \( Z_{\text{link}} = Z_{L_1} + Z_{C_1} + Z_{\text{refl}} \), the results from (55) and (56) can be applied to (45) to determine \( \eta_1 \). Since the link is being operated at the resonant frequency of the Rx (and the Tx), it is simpler to determine \( \eta_2 \) by using the measured \( Q \) of the Rx,
and the $\alpha$ parameter [42]:

$$\eta_2 = \frac{Q_2}{\alpha + Q_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (57)

where $\alpha = 2\pi f_0 C_2 R_{\text{out}}$, and $f_0$ is the resonant frequency of the Rx. The measured efficiency is shown in Fig. 25, and is in good agreement with the calculated prediction.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has provided a detailed review of analytic methods for inductive link design; each method is discussed from first principles, to serve as a tutorial for newcomers to the subject. By focusing on methods that are both analytical and practical, biomedical power link designs can be realized without requiring FEM modelling and solving. While the primary focus of the paper has been on small biomedical power links, there is no reason the analyses cannot be applied to larger scale links, for example for industrial applications, as long as the coil shapes are sufficiently similar to solenoids or planar coils.

To further simplify the job of the link designer, the CuCCo software has been presented. This allows for automatic evaluation of the formulae throughout this paper, so that links can be designed, and their performance can be predicted, quickly and easily.

APPENDIX A

CUMULATIVE H-FIELD CALCULATION

A summary of the method for determining the cumulative H-field experienced by a coil as a function of its geometry, given in [63] is presented below. First, each individual conductor (turn) is considered as being surrounded by immediately neighboring conductors, of which each will be put into either the pair group or the asymmetric group. The pair group consists of the conductors where a conductor on the left/right of the target conductor has a corresponding conductor on the right/left. The asymmetric group consists of the other conductors with no such corresponding conductor (see [63, Fig. 3]). The field on a conductor $m$ from left and right pair conductors $i$ and $j$ is defined as:

$$H_{m,pair}(i,j) = -\frac{I_0}{2\pi} \left[ \frac{p_{im}^2 + r_0^2}{\left(v_{m,i}^2 - r_0^2\right)} + \frac{p_{mj}^2 + r_0^2}{\left(v_{m,j}^2 - r_0^2\right)} - \frac{2\left(p_{im} r_{mj} - r_0^2\right)}{\left(v_{m,i}^2 - r_0^2\right)\left(v_{m,j}^2 - r_0^2\right)} \right],$$  \hspace{1cm} (58)

where $p_{im}$ is the pitch between $i$ and $m$, and $p_{mj}$ is the pitch between $j$ and $m$. $H_{m,pair}$ must be calculated according to the following rules:

$$H_{m,pair} = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{for } m = 1 \text{ and } n \\ \sum_{i=1}^{m-1} H_{m,pair}(i,j), & \text{for } 1 < m \leq \lfloor n/2 \rfloor \\ \sum_{i=2m-n}^{m-1} H_{m,pair}(i,j), & \text{for } \lfloor n/2 \rfloor < m < n. \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (59)

where $n$ is the number of conductors (turns). The field from the asymmetric group is calculated similarly; the field on a conductor $m$ from an asymmetrically adjacent conductor $k$ is defined as:

$$H_{m,asy}(k) = -\frac{I_0}{2\pi} \frac{p_{mk}}{\left(p_{mk}^2 + r_0^2\right)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (60)

where $p_{mk}$ is the distance between the conductors $m$ and $k$. $H_{m,asy}$ must also be calculated in accordance with the following rules:

$$H_{m,asy} = \begin{cases} 0, & \text{for } m = \lfloor n/2 \rfloor \\ \sum_{k=2m}^{n} H_{m,asy}(k), & \text{for } 1 \leq m \leq \lfloor n/2 \rfloor \\ \sum_{k=1}^{2m-n-1} H_{m,asy}(k), & \text{for } \lfloor n/2 \rfloor < m < n \\ \sum_{k=1}^{n-m} H_{m,asy}(k), & \text{for } m = n. \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (61)

The total magnitude can then be calculated from the sum of the symmetric and asymmetric group fields:

$$H_m = H_{m,pair} + H_{m,asy}$$  \hspace{1cm} (62)

and the total field $H$ can be defined as the sum of all the $H_m$ values:

$$H = \sum_{m=1}^{n} H_m.$$  \hspace{1cm} (63)

The result of (63) can be substituted back into (11) in order to predict proximity effect losses.

APPENDIX B

USEFUL FORMULAE

Table VI summarizes the formulae presented throughout the paper, as a point of reference for the designer.
TABLE VI
COMMON LINK DESIGN FORMULAE: TABLE OF REFERENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wire Solenoid</th>
<th>PCB Spiral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( L = \frac{\mu_0 \pi r^2 n^2 \kappa}{l} )</td>
<td>Circular: ( L = \frac{\mu_0^2 d_{\text{avg}}}{2} \left( \ln \left( \frac{2.46}{\beta} \right) + 0.2 \beta^2 \right) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Effect Loss</td>
<td>( R_{\text{skin}} = \frac{l_0 \rho}{\pi (d_3 - \delta) \delta} \cdot \delta = \sqrt{\frac{2 \rho}{\omega \mu}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity Effect Loss</td>
<td>( R_{\text{prox}} = \frac{2 l_0^2}{\mu_0} \approx 2 \frac{2 \rho}{\omega \mu} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Inductance (coaxial)</td>
<td>( M_{\text{out}} = \mu_0 \sqrt{a b} G(R) ), ( G(R) = \left( \frac{2}{R} - \frac{1}{R_a} \right) K(R) - \frac{2}{R} E(R) ), ( R = \frac{4ab}{(a+b)^2 + D^2} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Impedance</td>
<td>( Z_{\text{L1}} + \frac{1}{j \omega C_{\text{L1}}} + \frac{(\omega M)^2}{Z_{\text{L2}} + \frac{1}{j \omega C_{\text{L2}}} + Z_{\text{out}}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Gain</td>
<td>( -\frac{j \omega M Z_{\text{out}}}{Z_{\text{link}}(Z_{\text{L2}} + \frac{1}{j \omega C_{\text{L2}}} + Z_{\text{out}})} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link Efficiency</td>
<td>( \eta_1 = \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}} = \left</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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